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t’s no secret that open access has been a controversial issue over the last few years with
everything from protests and public outrage to lawsuits and government mandates.
There have arguably never been more trying times for journal publishers than now.

While the Gold OA model has caused much turmoil in the scholarly publishing
industry, there was a relatively clear solution – shift the burden of cost from subscribers
to authors. A prime example of this is the journal PLoS One, which has proven the Gold OA
model not only appealing but profitable as well.
Nevertheless, it is now the Green Open Access model that has created disorder within the
industry, with some publishing pundits positing that the Green
OA model constitutes a “nice guys finish last” scenario. But let’s
be honest, Green OA may be a hot-button issue, but it still
requires a fair and balanced (no, really) evaluation.
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The philosophy behind the Green OA model is that
government-funded research (having
already been paid for by the
tax-paying public) should be
available to all. The model
operates in a manner in
which content remains
subscription-based on
the publisher’s website
but is also placed in
a repository where it
lives as OA for all to
view. While some of these
repositories may include an
embargo period, many offer the
content immediately after publication.
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“The model
operates in a
manner in which
content remains
subscription-based
on the publisher's
website but is also
placed in a
repository where
it lives as OA for
all to view.”

Green Open Access:
A Balanced Assessment
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Open Doors

With Green OA, when one version of an
article is closed (don’t you know), another
is open. In a nutshell, Green OA means
that although the publisher copy may
reside behind access control, an author is
free to deposit a copy in an OA repository.
As you might imagine, this model has
the potential to be pretty disruptive
for traditional publishers. Taylor Fulton
provides a good overview of the situation
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in our feature article, “Green Open Access:
A Balanced Assessment.”
While successfully navigating OA models
may keep publishers up at night, the
fact is that the movement to open
research isn’t limited to published
material. An interesting organization
called ResearchGate provides a venue
for scientists to collaborate across the
globe, both in preliminary research and on
projects that eventually end
up in the published literature.
Read our research 2.0 article,
“Ask a Scientist: Collaborating
through ResearchGate,” to find
out more.

maxim is applicable after all. The scholarly
publishing landscape may be in flux, but
as the innovators among us continually
prove, open doors abound.
It’s you I’m talking to now. We’re interested
in your feedback about the newsletter
and any ideas you have for future articles.
Please email comments, suggestions, or
ideas to frontmatter@allenpress.com. 
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When one door is closed, don’t you know,
another is open. He certainly didn’t say it
first, but Bob Marley may have said it best.
It’s an adage aimed to take away our fear
of the lost opportunities in life, reminding
us that new opportunities are constantly
available to us. But the metaphor is so apt
for Green Open Access, I just couldn’t pass
it up.

Okay, so maybe the original
intent of our opening
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PubMed Central has been established for quite
some time and features full-text article access
for all NIH-funded research. As an established,
government repository, it is not surprising that
PubMed Central would emerge as one obvious
solution to the OSTP mandate. However, the
recent government shutdown has caused some
to question the wisdom of expanding this
repository. Furthermore, some publishers have
argued for a solution that builds on existing
infrastructure rather than expanding PubMed
Central.
Enter the Clearinghouse for the Open Research
of the United States (CHORUS). CHORUS
expands upon the idea of PubMed Central by
identifying all federally funded research at the
manuscript submission stage and incorporating
this into the article metadata. CHORUS utilizes
existing services such as CrossRef and FundRef
in conjunction with publishers’ own websites to
catalogue and link to federally funded articles.
Two pilot services were launched in September of
2013. The CHORUS Search Service allows users to
find articles (from participating pilot publishers)
that are derived from federally funded research.
CHORUS Agency Dashboard Services allow
agencies, institutions, researchers, and publishers
to monitor participating publisher contributions.
SHARE, or Shared Access Research Ecosystem, is
the newest OA repository initiative in response
to the White House directive regarding federally
funded research. SHARE was conceived by the
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Association of American Universities (AAU), the
Association of Public and Land-grant Universities
(APLU), and the Association of Research Libraries
(ARL). In short, SHARE aims to connect individual
institutional repositories over a collective
network. While SHARE is still in its infancy, the
framework of the repository has been developed.
Authors will be responsible for submitting their
research to the SHARE repository. SHARE will
then assemble the metadata, files, and links, and
deliver them to the network where universities,
libraries, and other research institutions can
access the content.
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The concept has been around for a while with
some institutions and funding agencies placing
OA requirements on the work of faculty or
grant recipients. However, when the Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) released
a memorandum in February 2013 detailing the
Obama Administration’s stance that federally
funded research should be made freely available,
the pressure to make accommodations for
Green OA was intensified. In response to the
memorandum, there has been a lot of talk about
how to house all of this content. Suggested
repositories include PubMed Central, CHORUS,
SHARE, and various other institutional-specific
sites.

Green Open Access: A Balanced Assessment

Much like any major movement, the Green OA
model has troubled publishers and led to anxiety,
confusion, and for some, downright anger. This
is because Green OA carries with it a daunting
question – how do you manage the fact that a
journal’s content is now competing against itself?
Let’s explain.
In the world before Green OA, if an individual
wanted to access an article, it had to be paid
for first, either through a subscription, licensing
agreement, single article purchase, or some
other financial arrangement. Now, in the Green
OA era, a journal article that is governmentfunded competes against itself because there
are multiple channels of accessibility. The article
can either be accessed using the traditional
subscription model or by an open access
repository. In one scenario, the content has been
paid for; in the other, it is free.

“As Green OA has
grown, librarians
are adjusting how
they evaluate
journals to include
new factors."

Libraries may be asking themselves, why
subscribe to a journal when much of its content
would be placed in OA repositories? Why pay for
content that is ultimately free?
For the last decade, institutional libraries have
been cutting spending budgets, especially with
regard to serials. Prior to the OA movement,
deciding which subscriptions to keep and which
to cancel included variables such as journal cost,
usage, impact, and faculty demand. But as Green
OA has grown, librarians are adjusting how they
evaluate journals to include new factors.
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Green Open Access: A Balanced Assessment
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institutions and funding agencies to make
their work available. Publishers who alienate
their author base and ignore their wishes
could find themselves losing valuable content.
This could have a direct impact on a journal’s
subscriptions, revenue, and position within the
market.
Another important point to consider is that
while Green OA and proposed new repositories
represent a wide-scale institutionalization of the
practice, research sharing among colleagues
is nothing new. It has been common since the
inception of academic publishing for authors to
share published papers with their institutions,
faculty members, and other interested parties.

“The majority
of authors want
their research to
be distributed as
widely as possible;
they want to be
able to place
their work in OA
repositories with
the expectation
that it will be
accessed more
frequently and
thus cited more
often.”
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Does the journal have an embargo period? If
so, how long does the embargo period last? Is
the journal’s subject-matter still relevant after
the embargo has elapsed or is it considered
outdated research? Can our institution afford
to wait this long or does our faculty need
immediate access?
If the journal does allow Green OA access, what
version is available? Does the journal only allow
for preprints to be placed into repositories?
Or does it allow the final full-text article to be
posted? If only the preprints are available, is this
enough value to cancel a subscription?
It is these types of questions that have pressed
publishers to rethink their copyright policies and
overall stance on open access. The fear is that
publishers that allow Green OA repositories to
freely post their content will ultimately lose in
terms of subscriptions, online traffic, and total
revenue.
However, libraries and the subscription
revenue they represent are only one part of
the publishing equation. It is important to
consider the perspective of the authors of the
content. The majority of authors want their
research to be distributed as widely as possible;
they want to be able to place their work in OA
repositories with the expectation that it will be
accessed more frequently and thus cited more
often. Authors also get pressure from their

So, how should publishers respond to the Green
OA movement?
Unfortunately, there is no easy answer. It simply
depends on the situation.
There are, however, some critical steps
publishers can take to craft well-informed and
strategic decisions. These include identifying
how your publication treats OA repository
requests currently, and what kind of copyright
permission policies, terms, and conditions
have been implemented in the past; utilizing
SHERPA RoMEO (www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo)
to communicate copyright and self-archiving
policies to librarians and other journal
consumers; understanding how competing
journals in the marketplace are handling
Green OA issues and their stance regarding
institutional repositories; and finally, clear
and honest communication with the journal’s
authorship with regard to their desires and how
certain decisions will affect the journal.
Great change always leads to great uncertainty.
Undoubtedly, the Green OA movement will
continue to evolve and publishers may be forced
to find new business models to sustain their
operations while appealing to both the creators
and consumers of the journal. 

Resources available online at allenpress.com/
frontmatter/issue/26
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Ask a Scientist: Collaborating through ResearchGate
Physician Ijad Madisch was working in the
lab when he stumbled upon a question
that left him bewildered. Knowing he
wasn’t alone in his search for an answer,
he contacted physician Soren Hofmayer
and computer scientist Horst Fickenscher.
Together, they created and launched
ResearchGate in 2008, a collaboration site
linking scientists all over the world.
Five years later, the site celebrated its
3-million-member mark. More than
50 million publications are currently
available on the site. Scientists are finding
individuals in their fields and are working
together on publications to advance
science all over the world. Scientists
are also answering questions for other
researchers who may, like Madisch, find
themselves bemused in finding certain
answers in their studies.
“This has resulted in countless
collaborations,” Madisch wrote last June.
“Researchers who might otherwise never
have met have found each other through
the network and made discoveries
together.”
This free site allows scientists to share and
receive metrics from their publications,
connect and collaborate with colleagues
and specialists in a given field, ask
questions, and find jobs.
Each member has a unique “RG” Score,
which helps scientists build their scientific
reputation. The more a user participates
in the network, the more their RG Score
changes. Contributions play a role in
the RG Score; questions and answers
and published papers are examples of
contributions that change a scientist’s
score.
Interactions also help form an RG
Score. ResearchGate uses an algorithm
that allows other scientists to evaluate
contributions. ResearchGate then looks
at who those peers are; the higher a peer
is rated, the more an individual’s score is
increased.
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ResearchGate boasts that the RG Score is
different from other metrics.
“In contrast to more traditional metrics,
the RG Score focuses on you, an evergrowing community of specialists. By
opening up the idea of what you can gain
credit for and handing you the power to
evaluate it, the RG Score puts reputation
back into the hands of the researchers,”
the website states. “As all of this happens
in parallel to your research process, the RG
Score greatly increases the speed at which
you can build your reputation.”
Institutions also have an overall RG Score.
The more scientists using the site at
any given institution, the larger overall
university score. ResearchGate has an
institutions page that can be separated
into RG Score by country and region. The
University of Michigan Ann Arbor has
the highest ResearchGate score in the
United States with nearly 5,000 members
publishing more than 68,000 pieces. They
are the fifth highest-rated institution
overall.
Under a user’s profile page, others can see
an overview of their work, which shows a
scientist’s featured publications and how
many times said publication(s) have been
viewed, downloaded, and cited. In this
overview, users can also see if a scientist
has answered any questions, what topics
their expertise is in, as well as their awards
and achievements. In case a user’s name
has ever changed, there is an option to
add an “alternative name” to a profile.
Skills are available on the right side, along
with employment listing. Under the
contributions tab of a profile, other users
can see which publications a scientist has
worked on, as well as a more extended
view of what questions they have
answered. For example, Ijad Madisch,
co-founder, has 37 publications listed in
his profile, which make 69 percent of his
RG Score. He has answered 116 questions,
which is 30 percent of his RG score.

ResearchGate’s job board allows
researchers to apply for open positions
and collaborate together by searching
for applicants matching their desired
qualifications or job postings. Users can
also feature their postings to see how
many applications are being received
and how often their postings are being
featured in searches.
On the home page of the site, an
interactive graphic represents the
scientific disciplines where researchers are
found. Medicine is the top discipline with
approximately 657,000 members. Biology,
Engineering, and Chemistry are also
popular disciplines on the site.
Scientists who have questions can ask
them on the “Q&A” section of the site.
Users can browse by research topic if they
are looking for something specific and
“follow” questions pertaining to that topic.
For example, the topic of bacteria has
2,266 followers.
In the future, the organization hopes to
work on adapting the RG Score to specific
disciplines, as well as providing more
options when evaluating those in a user’s
scientific community.
ResearchGate has also caught the eye of
prominent investors including Bill Gates
and Tenaya Capital who made investments
in the company last June. Benchmark and
Founders Fund are also listed as investors.
For more information on ResearchGate, or
to join the site, visit their website at www.
researchgate.net. 
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Canada

UK

1232 US

Over half of the journals
registered in the DOAJ are
published in these 10 countries:

Spain

Brazil

629
521

929

A wide variety of subjects are represented by OA
publications. Journals in the social sciences, technology
and engineering, and health sciences make up more
than a third of the total OA literature.

3% Philosophy & Religion
Naval Science <1%
Mathematics & Statistics 4%

1% Physics & Astronomy
2% Science General

Law & Political Science 4%
Languages & Literature 6%

20% Social Sciences

History & Archaeology 3%

Health Sciences 11%

13% Technology & Engineering

General Works 5%
Earth & Environmental Sciences 7%
Chemistry 2%
Business & Economics 6%
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5% Agriculture & Food Sciences
2% Arts & Architecture
4% Biology & Life Sciences
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349

It is common for OA journals to use Creative
Commons licenses. Here's a breakdown
of the different CC licenses in use for titles
registered in the DOAJ:

Germany

302

Romania

54%

289 Italy

459 Egypt

597

India

CC-BY

CC-BY-SA
1%

CC-BY-NC-ND

CC-BY-NC

18%

$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$
No APCs

APCs

1%

7%

CC-BY-ND

CC-BY-NA-SA

19%

The author-pays model is quite
prevalent in the US. However, worldwide,
a significant percentage of OA journals
do not charge article processing charges
(APCs).

Conditional APCs

All statistics gathered from the Directory of Open
Access Journals on November 18, 2013.
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